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      Pakenham Lions Junior Football    
Club (PLJFC) 

 
 

 

 

 

BACKGROUND: 

Returning to play in a safe, hygienic and controlled manner is paramount to Pakenham 
Junior Football Club. The safety and wellbeing of our players, officials and wider community 
is our number one priority. 

 
Following the Victorian State Government advice around the return of community sport, AFL 
Victoria is endorsing a return to club sanctioned small outdoor group training at community 
football level from Monday, May 25, provided participants follow the relevant Victorian State 
Government guidelines and AFL Victoria’s COVID-19 guidelines are implemented.  
 

In advance of training recommencing we encourage coaches, officials and volunteers to 
digest the Protocols. Where possible we recommend coaches and offices undertake the 
Australian Dept of Health COVID-19 infection control training. It covers the fundamentals of 
infection prevention and control for COVID-19. 

 

We will continue to work with SEJ, the State Government and the Cardia Shire Council to 
ensure alignment with their advice, and in the event of further easing of restrictions, we hope 
to be able to return to full training and competition later in the year, with hygiene and safety 
protocols firmly in place. Our primary focus is preparing to return to train in a safe 
environment in a well-prepared and educated manner. In order for this return to small 
outdoor group training to be successful, and in line with Government advice, it is essential 
that the club and individuals work within the timelines and protocols and do not move ahead 
of the level and restrictions in place. 

 

Note: AFL Victoria will continue to follow any direction from State Government and align with 
the AIS Framework for Rebooting Sport, so that any resumption of community football 
activity in Victoria does not compromise the health of individuals or the community. 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.pakenhamjfc.com.au/
https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/covid-19-infection-control-training
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RETURN TO SANCTIONED TRAINING PROTOCOLS. 
 

1. Coaches & Teams are to strictly adhere to the maximum of 20 participants per    
group (not including a coach or the minimum number of support staff who are 
reasonably required to manage the activity), as per the current Victorian 
Government restrictions. 

 
2. Groups of 20 must not mix with each other and must remain distant, with 

participants not allowed to swap between groups. If there are more than 40 
children per team, the over flow are able to complete training off of the oval 
eg, a grassed area away from the oval.   

 
3. Strictly no physical contact between players can occur (i.e. no tackling, no 

bumping, no marking contests).   
 

4. Social distancing of 1.5m must be maintained at all times by players, coaches, 
volunteers and parents. 

 
5. There is strictly no access to club rooms, changerooms or wet areas, other 

than the public toilets located near the playground. Access to pavilion will be 
permitted for the purpose of one person obtaining equipment, immediately 
following which the rooms must be locked.  

 
6. Footballs can be used for small outdoor group training, however only limited 

additional equipment is permitted to be used during training (i.e. field marking 
cones are permitted).  
 

7. Samantha Paul (committee member) is the nominated COVID Safety Officer 
at PLJFC.She has undertaken the Australian Government online COVID-19 
Infection Control Training as of 21st May 2020. Samantha is your contact point 
for any COVID related issues or questions and can be contacted at 
covidsafety@pakenhamjfc.com.au. 
 

a. PLJFC require all members who undertake an officials role within the 
club to complete the COVID-19 infection control training prior to the 
return of training. Your Certificate of completion needs to be emailed to 
admin@pakenhamjfc.com.au after before any group training can occur.   
https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/covid-19-infection-
control-training 

 
8. A log of all participants in attendance at each training session MUST be 

completed before the commencement of every training session for contact 
tracing purposes. These must be available upon request from the COVID 
safety officer. These will be provided to Coaches/Team Managers in a folder.  

 
9. Children and adults are NOT to attend training under any circumstances if 

they are in any way unwell. Coaches are to keep a note of those not in 
attendance for this reason. 

http://www.pakenhamjfc.com.au/
mailto:covidsafety@pakenhamjfc.com.au
mailto:admin@pakenhamjfc.com.au
https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/covid-19-infection-control-training
https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/covid-19-infection-control-training
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10. The Return to Small Outdoor Group Training hygiene protocols outlined in this 

document are to be strictly adhered to at all times, with no exceptions. 

 
 

WHAT DOES SMALL OUTDOOR GROUP TRAINING LOOK LIKE? 

 
1. Groups of 20 must not mix with each other and must remain distant, with 

participants not allowed to swap between groups across each training 
session.  
 

2. Training activities must be non-contact (e.g. no tackling, no bumping, no 
marking contests).   
 

3. If pair/group work is required, pairs must be consistent across each training 
session.  
 

4. Specific group activity footballs can be used, but must be wiped 
down/sanitised after each session.   
 

5. Any necessary meetings to occur remotely using video technology.  
 

6. Parents or caregivers for junior participants must remain outside the boundary 
line and observe social distancing. We require junior players to have a  
maximum of 1 parent/caregiver present at training.  
 
 

FIELD LAYOUT FOR SMALL OUTDOOR GROUP TRAINING 
 

1. The oval must be divided into two distinct areas where groups of 20 can train. 
 

2. No more than two (2) groups of 20 will be permitted per oval (40 people max. 
training at one time, not including a coach or the minimum number of support 
staff who are reasonably required to manage the activity). 

 
 

http://www.pakenhamjfc.com.au/
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HYGIENE PROTOCOLS FOR A RETURN TO SMALL OUTDOOR GROUP 
TRAINING 
 

1. Children and adults are NOT to attend training under any circumstances if 
they are in any way unwell. Coaches are to keep a note of those not in 
attendance for this reason.  Please refer to the Exposure notification section 
for further details 
 

2. Alcohol-based hand sanitisers must be available for all team training 
sessions, with players encouraged to use prior, during and following training.  

 
3. There is strictly to be no sharing of personal items such as water bottles, food 

or towels. Personal items need to be easily distinguishable, labelled and kept 
separate.  

 
4. Players and coaches must not spit or clear nasal passages at small outdoor 

group training.   
 

5. No high fives, handshakes, or other physical contact.  
 

6. Changerooms, club rooms and wet areas are not to be utilised for small 
outdoor group training (i.e. players arrive at venue in football gear and must 
shower at home).  

 
7. Club provided footballs must be wiped with antibacterial wipes or alcohol-

based sanitiser prior to and after small outdoor group training sessions.  
 

8. Players are to be responsible for their own strapping if required.  
 

9. No player massages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As a club, we encourage all members to download the 
governements COVID -19 tracing app if possible for contact 
tracing purposes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.pakenhamjfc.com.au/
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PERSONAL GENERAL HYGIENE PRACTICES 
 

10. Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. If soap 
and water are not available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitiser 
 

11. Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth, and encourage players to do the 
same. 
 

12. Sick people will be asked to leave training - Stay home and seek medical 
treatment when you are sick 

 
13. Cover your mouth with your elbow to coughs or sneeze, and encourage 

players to do the same. 
 

14. Any player or club member that has underlying health conditions or is 
considered a vulnerable person should consult with a healthcare professional 
prior to returning to small outdoor group training. 
 

 
 
 

http://www.pakenhamjfc.com.au/
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EXPOSURE NOTIFICATION 

If a player, official or volunteer has had a potential exposure to COVID-19 that meets 
one of the exposure scenario’s listed below, they must advise their coach and the 
COVID Safety Officer at covidsafety@pakenhamjfc.com.au as soon possible after 
exposure.  

Please ensure you refer to the Definitions on the PJFC website relating to a suspect 
case, close and casual contact. 

1. Confirmed case - Require a Doctor's medical clearance to return to 
training. 

2. Suspect case - Require a Doctor's medical clearance to return to training. 
3. Close contact with a confirmed case - Follow Department of Health (DOH) 

advice, self-isolation required for 14 days. 
4. Close contact with a suspect case - Follow PJFC advice and self-isolate 

until test results are confirmed. Generally 24-48 hours. 
5. Has had casual contact with a person in self-isolation - Can attend 

training, however closely monitor health for 14 days for symptoms 
6. Has returned from international/domestic travel - Follow Department of 

Health (DOH) advice, quarantine required for 14 days. 

Players, officials or volunteers who experience the above scenario's (excluding 
number 5) must stay away from training until the required time has elapsed. 

 
 
 
COVID SAFETY OFFICER RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

1. Ensuring all players, coaches, officials, etc. are aware of the Return to 
Small Outdoor Group Training Protocols. 

2. Ensuring a club’s adherence to these protocols and taking immediate 
steps to correct any identified breaches of the protocols. 

3. Developing any processes or initiatives that will aid a club’s adherence to 
the Small Outdoor Group Training Protocols. 

4. Implementing and maintaining training logs/registers 
5. Keeping up to date with any changes to the protocols implemented by AFL 

Victoria and communicating these to all within the club. 
6. Contact point for any questions from club members (e.g. players, coaches, 

officials, spectators, etc.) relating to the Small Outdoor Group Training 
Protocols. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.pakenhamjfc.com.au/
mailto:covidsafety@pakenhamjfc.com.au
http://www.pakenhamjfc.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/COVID-Definitions.pdf
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COVID SAFETY SIGNAGE TO BE ERRECTED 
 
 

How_To_HandRub_
Poster.pdf  

 

How_To_HandWas
h_Poster.pdf  

1.5 metres.pdf

 

http://www.pakenhamjfc.com.au/

